
ECOGIFTS 2021
Exclusive and fragrant kits, delicious bundles and kits that contain eco-friendly products with light packaging. The packages 

themselves are unique and can be transformed to live a thousand adventures!



Lantern house!
“Happines: a house full of love and bio gifts!”

5 kits that contain “bio-snuggles” and a whole bunch of love! 

Impossible to choose just one! 5 combinations for you to 
choose and that you can’t live without on the inside of a tiny choose and that you can’t live without on the inside of a tiny 
house box that turns into a beautiful lantern house!

The winter keyword? SHINE! 



Gingerbread Lantern house
The perfect combination for smooth, velvety and radiant 
skin! 
Step 1: a scrub enriched with Vitamin C, with a soft and 
creamy texture full of biodegradable granules and with 
the sparkling touch of microcrystals.
Step 2: a moisturizing body cream with an inebriating 
scent, enriched with hyaluronic acid! 

What’s in it
★ Ginger & Apricot Body Scrub (75 ml) 
★ Lime & Ginger Body Cream (75 ml)

The perfect gift for: a friend, a sister and for those 
who love travelling thanks to their travel size but also 
for those who want to take care of their body even in 
winter!

Price 13,60 €
Code P000939 LASAPONARIA | ECOGIFTS 
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Home spa Lantern house
The perfect set to treat yourself with a face pamper and 
to remember to do it every day! A facemask + 
facescrub that will leave the face bright and relaxed, 
together with a hairband for face cleansing, for applying 
masks and for going out! 

What’s in it
★ Two Steps face mask Two Steps face mask 
★ Hairband in recycled fabric made by Made in 

Carcere (pink with white stripes)

The perfect gift for: a friend, sister or mother, and give 
them a moment of relax!

Price 13,60 €
Code P000943
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Snowflake Lantern house
This set of essential products to protect yourself from 
the cold winter! Biocao hyaluronic lip balm to moisturize 
and soothe chapped lips and Mint & Lemon hand 
cream to deeply nourish and give a fresh scent. 

What’s in it:
★ Hyaluronic Biocao Lip Balm
★ Mint & Lemon Hand Cream
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★ Mint & Lemon Hand Cream

The perfect gift for: Friends who suffer chilly weather! 
To protect their lips and hands from the cold.

Price 9,90 €
Code P000942



Winter Rose Lantern house
The rose: the gift by excellence! Whether in a bouquet, 
in petals or simply a single red rose, this flower has 
always managed to excite us! 

Grant a moment of pure joy with this kit, fragrant rose 
products in a light pack with which you will declare your 
love to loved ones and to the planet! 

What’s in it:
★ Rose oil & Shea Butter hand cream (50 ml)
★ Rose oil & Shea Butter Soap (100 g)

The perfect gift for: mom, aunt, friend and girlfriend! 

Price 9,90 €
Code P000941
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Star Lantern house
Keyword for this winter: Shine! 

Here it is, a kit consisting of the two best sellers of the 
Pure Active line, perfect for illuminating the face! 

Versatile and suitable for any beauty routine, they really 
are ideal as a present for anyone!

What’s in it:
★ Hyaluronic acid (30 ml)
★ Vitamin C (30 ml)

The perfect gift for: every soul eager to shine during 
the holidays and beyond!

Price 18,90 €
Code P000940
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Hairband made of recycled fabric 
by Made in Carcere
Thanks to Made in Carcere, people and fabrics have a 
second chance. 

A hairband in recycled fabric made by Made in Carcere
with the aim of spreading the philosophy of the "Second 
Chance" for women inmates and of the "double life" for 
fabrics. fabrics. 

It is the perfect gift for: anyone with flowing hair to 
keep at bay! 

Price € 9,80 
BEIGE colour - AA016A000 
PINK colour - AA015A000
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MATICAO !
Are you looking for a unique idea with a bunch of originality and little plastic? 

Here are our Maticao! 3 Sharpenable lip balms and three boxes that turn into 
bookmarks full of joy and great thoughts!



MATICAO Liquorice

An original and sharpenable eco-friendly lip balm with a 
wooden design. With a soft texture and a liquorice
scent. It protects the lips from cold and external agents, 
creating a transparent film. 

And that's not all! What about the beautiful illustrated 
box that turns into a good omen bookmark?box that turns into a good omen bookmark?

What’s in it:
★ Maticao liquorice Lip balm

The perfect gift for: a friend, sister and everyone with 
chapped lips during winter! 

Price 5,00 €
Code BL002P001
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MATICAO Peach

An original and sharpenable eco-friendly lip balm with a 
wooden design. With a soft texture and a fruity scent, it 
protects your lips from cold and external agents, leaving 
a light peach color touch! 

And that's not all! What about the beautiful illustrated 
box that turns into a good omen bookmark?box that turns into a good omen bookmark?

What’s in it:
★ Maticao peach Lip balm

The perfect gift for: a friend, sister and everyone with 
chapped lips during winter! 

Price 5,00 €
Code BL003P001
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MATICAO Raspberry
An original and sharpenable eco-friendly lip balm with a 
wooden design. With a soft texture and a fruity scent, it 
protects your lips from cold and external agents, leaving 
a light shiny raspberry color touch! 

And that's not all! What about the beautiful illustrated 
box that turns into a good omen bookmark?

What’s in it:
★ Maticao raspberry Lip balm

The perfect gift for: a friend, sister and everyone with 
chapped lips during winter! 

Price 5,00 €
Code BL001P001
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BIOBOX !
Many conscious and natural gift ideas to give as a present to your loved ones 

and to the future of our planet



WONDER BEAUTY biobox

There are days when the skin looks dull, sad and as if it has 
resigned to the defeat against wrinkles. Let's give her a gift! 

The Wonder Beauty kit will be a precious ally for your no-age 
routine and will give your skin a new smile!

What’s in it:
★ Phytoretinol
★ Anti-Age Face mask
★ Cardboard gift box

The perfect gift for:  your mother or a friend that’s afraid of the 
time passing by; let’s remember them how beautiful they are! 

Price 13,20 €
Cod. P000917
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OCEAN LOVER biobox

If you love taking care of your skin as much as you love the sea 
and its inhabitants, this is the perfect box for you! Sea plastic, 
cotton and cardboard are the protagonists, for a cleansing routine 
that respects and pampers the skin and the environment. The 
oceans will thank you!

What’s in it:
★ Cleansing Mousse Mirtilla (in oceanic plastic bottle) 
★ 3 make-up remover pads in Fair Trade cotton 
★ Cardboard gift box

The perfect gift for: a friend that loves the sea and dreams on 
plastic-free beaches!

Price 18,50 €
Code P000918
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WOW biobox

Do you believe in the saying: “eyes are the mirror to your soul” ? 
We do!! 

Let’s take care of our eyes with this fabulous ecobio routine 
WOW in order to remove make-up, moisturize and give new 
light to our eyes and also to our soul!

What’s in it:
★ 3 in 1 WOW eye contour
★ Eyelash & Eyebrows reinforcing serum WOW
★ Bamboo make-up remover wipe
★ Melissa Cleansing Milk Sample

The perfect gift for: friend or sister who dreams of….. a really 
WOW Look!!

Price 26,50 €
Code P000920 LASAPONARIA | ECOGIFTS 
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SATIVACTION biobox

An amazing gift! Whether it's our father, brother, husband or friend, with 
the SativAction box they will no longer borrow our beloved skin care 
products! 

But be careful: this time you could be the one stealing from them! 

What's in it :What's in it :
★ Anti-aging CBD face cream-gel 
★ All in One Shower Shampoo 
★ CBD Aftershave Fluid cream Sample

The perfect gift for: men who dream of…. an amazing skin!!

Price 23,40 €
Code P000921
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Ginger-body revitalizing biobox

Do you dream of an “oriental” skin? This body box will make you 
live magical sensory experiences thanks to the properties and 
oriental notes of ginger and sweet almonds, to give you precious 
moments and perfect skin.

What’s in it:
★ Lime  & Ginger Body cream - TRAVEL SIZE SPECIAL ★ Lime  & Ginger Body cream - TRAVEL SIZE SPECIAL 

EDITION (75ml)
★ Extravirgin olive oil soap bar - Almonds and Ginger (100 gr)

The perfect gift for: your friend that travels with the mind, your 
friend that needs a little tone and energy or for the one that just 
loves the oriental perfumes!

Price 9,90 €
Code P000916
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Lime and Ginger Body Cream
with hyaluronic acid - TRAVEL SIZE 

A travel-sized gift, for both him and her! A moisturizing body 
cream with a citrus scent, enriched with hyaluronic acid, for 
a nourished and soft skin! 

Perfect to accompany you on your Christmas holidays and 
towards a bright future! towards a bright future! 

Aluminum jar 75 ml

The perfect gift for: the friend who loves travelling and 
needs fast-absorbing body products ... to hydrate, get 
dressed immediately and lift off!  

Price 5,90 €
Code LR007M075
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Ginger & Apricot Body Scrub
with vitamin C - TRAVEL SIZE 

A travel-sized gift, for both him and her! A scrub with a soft 
and creamy texture full of biodegradable granules and with 
the illuminating touch of Vitamin C! Perfect for eliminating 
tiredness, dead cells and bad thoughts: for a velvety and 
radiant skin!

Aluminum jar 75 ml

The perfect gift for: a friend who loves taking care of their 
body even in winter!

Price  6,40 €
Code LR008M075
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BIO&SMILE TRAVEL SET  

Protect the smiles of the people you love the most, even when they are 
travelling! With the Bio&Smile travel set your loved ones will have 
everything they need to show off healthy and shiny teeth, especially in the 
photos they send you during the holidays! Give them one more reason to 
smile :)

What’s in it:What’s in it:
★ Vegetable fiber brush (medium bristles)
★ Ginger & Lemon Protective toothpaste
★ Bio&Smile travel pouch

The perfect gift for: relatives, friends, for your loved ones who love 
travelling and smiling!

Price 11,90 €
Code P000913
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PROMO MATERIAL!



15 Pcs Cardboard gift box 
set

Elegant cardboard boxes, to 
make your gift even more 
precious and unique

Code P000060set

20 Pcs Christmas gift bag 20 Pcs Christmas gift bag 
set 

Christmas bags in decorated paper, perfect to 
accompany your gifts signed by La Saponaria

Code P000063set
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15 Pcs Lantern House 
Gift box set
Very original boxes that continue their life even 
after the gift has been opened!

Code P000938Set15

Red zero waste 
Christmas Pouch Christmas Pouch 
(empty)
Cod. 000798 

Blue zero waste 
Christmas Pouch 
(empty) 
Cod. 000797 



25 Pcs Gift bag – white colour

18x8x24 cm

Code P000944Set25

Gift box – LARGE
green/decorated

29,5 x 20 x 6,5 cm 

Code P000619set 


